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The village head and the village assembly (BPD) as Village authorities with their respective duties well aligned with the goal of building a village community. The working relationship that both organizations are partnerships. Partnership between the village chief with BPD often do not work well. There are issues that arise relating to the employment relationship. The problems discussed in this study is how the partnership Village Consultative Body And Head Village in the implementation of physical development Sri Bhawono Sripendowo District of East Lampung District.

This study used qualitative research methods. The data used are primary and secondary data. Data that has been processed and then presented in narrative form, then dintrepestasikan or construed to be discussed and analyzed qualitatively, and then to subsequently drawn a conclusion.

Employment relation both institutions, namely is this partnership konsulatif, and koordinatif. In administering government village in indonesia not be denied a partnership between the village with BPD often not going well. There are emerging problems associated with the relationship.

Based on the results of research and discussion note that partnerships Village Consultative Board and Village Heads in the implementation of physical development Sripendowo village there is still a conflict in the bud holders of power are still in the hands of village head because there is a certain authority of the village head by another device can not interfere in it. Consolidation between the village head with BPD Sripendowo already done. The village head and BPD is able to unite their opinion though often there is a difference of opinion, but it never led to a conflict between the village chief with BPD. Coordination between the Village Head Sripendowo with BPD in development already exists. The scarcity of BPD comes to
the village office could hamper the process of coordination that exists between village head with BPD.
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